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The Candlestone Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.
For years, tales of DRAGONS from
another world kidnapping and enslaving
humans have been circulating in Jason
Masters’ world, while for a slave girl
named Koren, the stories of a human
world seem pure myth. Together, these
two teens will need to bridge two
planets in order to overthrow the
draconic threat and bring the lost slaves
home. What if the Legends Are True?
Jason Masters doubted the myths that
told of people taken through a portal to
another realm and enslaved by
dragons. But when he receives a cryptic
message from his missing brother, he
must uncover the truth and find the

portal before it’s too late. At the same
time, Koren, a slave in the dragons’
realm, discovers she has a gift that
could either save or help doom her
people. As Jason and Koren work to
rescue the enslaved humans, a mystic
prophecy surrounding a black egg may
make all their efforts futile.
Last of the Nephilim Zondervan
ERAGON When Eragon finds a polished stone in the
forest, he thinks it is a lucky discovery - perhaps it will
buy his family meat for the winter. But when the stone
becomes a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he
has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the
Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered
and he is thrust into a perilous new world of destiny,
magic and power. With only an ancient sword and
the advice of an old storyteller for guidance, can
Eragon take up the mantle of the legendary Dragon
Riders? ELDEST Eragon and his dragon, Saphira,
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have just saved the rebel state from destruction by the
mighty forces of King Galbatorix, cruel ruler of the
Empire. Now Eragon must travel to Ellesméra, land
of the elves, for further training in magic and
swordsmanship, the vital skills of the Dragon Rider. It
is the journey of a lifetime, filled with awe-inspiring
new places and people, each day a fresh adventure.
But chaos and betrayal plague him at every turn, and
as his cousin Roran fights a new battle back home in
Carvahall, Eragon is put in even graver danger. . .

Eragon and Eldest Omnibus
Zondervan Publishing Company
“Bryan Davis writes with the
scope of Tolkien, the focus
of Lewis, the grandeur of
Verne, and most of all the
heart of Christ.” —Jeremiah
F., reader What will Billy do
when he’s confronted with an

impossible choice? Billy and
Bonnie discover seven evil
circles in a multidimensional
world. Faced with danger at
every turn, the two friends
must call upon their dragon
gifts to defeat the malevolent
ruler. When tragedy strikes
along the way, Billy has to
face the most difficult
decision of his life: forsake
Bonnie to rescue a group of
prisoners or find a way to
save her, his best friend in
the world. Filled with action,
danger, and suspense, Circles
of Seven is sure to keep
readers on the edge of their
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seats.
Arch Books
The quest to rescue the slaves on the
dragon planet of Starlight continues, as
those from the human planet, Major
Four, attempt to overcome the dragon
prophecy surrounding the black egg,
while those on Starlight work to fullfill
the prophecy.

The Faded Flower Amg Pubs
Looks at 6 different locations in the Inner
Sea region. Offers a level by level
breakdown of megadungeons, summarizing
the dangers and awards of each and
providing stats for monsters, and maps with
cutaway views. Megadungeons detailed
include: Candlestone Caverns, Gallowspire,
Hollow Mountain, Pyramid of Kamaria,

Red Redoubt of Karamoss and Zolurket
Mines. Although intended for use with the
Pathfinder Roleplay Game and Campaign
setting, can easily be used in any fantasy
game setting.
The Final Storm Paizo Publishng Incorporated
For years, tales of DRAGONS from another
world kidnapping and enslaving humans have
been circulating in Jason Masters’ world, while
for a slave girl named Koren, the stories of a
human world seem pure myth. Together, these
two teens will need to bridge two planets in
order to overthrow the draconic threat and
bring the lost slaves home. The Time Has
Come As the long-awaited invasion of human
forces looms, Jason, Koren, and Elyssa struggle
to alert the soldiers to an unforeseen menace on
the planet of Starlight—a deadly illness that
already has Koren in its grip. Starlighter
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Cassabrie harbors a secret she believes can
counter the dragon king Taushin’s latest
maneuverings, but she can disclose little of her
risky plan. As Cassabrie fights to save her
people, the dragon Magnar works to move the
Starlight prophecy in his favor. His actions
could make the plight of humans even more
perilous. Wishing only to free the slaves and
bring peace, a few young warriors are poised to
face three armies as they battle for control of
two worlds. Can love, faith, and courage be
enough? Will Cassabrie be humanity’s last
hope?
Liberator Living Ink Books
Billy attempts to overcome the Dragon Slayer so he
can help souls who have become trapped in a
mysterious gem.
The Candlestone Scrub Jay Journeys
This second, exciting fantasy following
"DragonSpell" continues the story of

dragonkeeper Kale as he leads a band of
companions on a daring quest to rescue a
dragon. Young Adult.
DragonQuest Arch Books
Sixteen-year-old Nathan Shepherd has a
great life traveling where the careers of his
father, an investigator, and mother, a
renowned violinist, take him - until his
parents are found murdered. Left with only
a mirror and notes from his father's last
case, Nathan goes into hiding at the remote
country home of Tony, his father's college
buddy, and Tony's teenage daughter, Kelly.
The mysterious mirror must be a clue to
what happened to his parents, and when
images appear in it - people and things that
don't exist - Nathan and Kelly painstakingly
gather evidence. But the killers want the
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mirror too, and danger threatens the teens at
every turn. As it becomes evident that
Nathan's father had stumbled upon dark
forces at work in the world, several
questions arise. Could it be that the mirror is
a portal to a parallel world? Could this
technology be used for evil purposes? And
could his parents still be alive, trapped in
another world Nathan and Kelly struggle to
solve the mystery while trying to avoid
becoming victims themselves. This chilling,
hair-raising adventure is jam-packed with
action in a fantastical world where nothing
is as it seems, and even mirrors tell lies.
The Seventh Door Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.
The CandlestoneWander
Warrior Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER With the war
in Europe winding down in the spring of 1945, the
United States turns its vast military resources
toward a furious assault on the last great stepping-
stone to Japan—the heavily fortified island of
Okinawa. The three-month battle in the Pacific
theater will feature some of the most vicious combat
of the entire Second World War, as American
troops confront an enemy that would rather be
slaughtered than experience the shame of surrender.
Meanwhile, stateside, a different kind of campaign
is being waged in secret: the development of a
weapon so powerful, not even the scientists who
build it know just what they are about to unleash.
Colonel Paul Tibbets, one of the finest bomber
pilots in the U.S. Army Air Corps, is selected to
lead the mission to drop the horrific new weapon on
a Japanese city. As President Harry S Truman mulls
his options and Japanese physician Okiro Hamishita
cares for patients at a clinic near Hiroshima, citizens
on the home front await the day of reckoning that
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everyone knows is coming.
Pathfinder Player Companion Scrub Jay Journeys
"Adrian and Marcelle continue their quest to free
the human slaves on the dragon planet of Starlight.
Sword maiden Marcelle returns in spirit form to
their home planet in search of military aid and runs
into deadly obstacles because of her strange
appearance. For her, death by burning is on the
horizon. Adrian stays on Starlight to search for his
brother Frederick, hoping to join forces and liberate
the slaves. Adrian is carrying the nearly lifeless
body of Marcelle, not knowing that her ghostly self
is in desperate trouble back at home."--P. [4] of
cover.
Raising Dragons Scoot Comics
As an ancient enemy plots to merge Heaven and
Earth, the dragon Thigocia, Ashley, Karen, Walter
who is armed with Excalibur, and a mysterious ally
all strive to stop him and save the world.

The Candlestone Zondervan
This fast-paced YA space opera

(reminiscent of Star Wars) follows a strong
female protagonist, Megan, on an
interplanetary search for her mother. On her
journey, Megan witnesses the horrors of
child trafficking and slavery and joins with a
group of other teens to fight against corrupt
systems and stand up for the vulnerable. Full
of unusual characters and daring escapes,
Search for the Astral Dragon draws readers
into a world of snarky spaceship computer
systems, a variety of different sentient
species, spaceship tech, and magical
elements. Megan is smart and quick-
thinking, competent with spacecraft
technology, and a person of strong character
who’s experiences give readers difficult
questions to consider. Themes: What is
Justice? Slavery Violence
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Wanted - a Superhero to Save the World
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Explore the legendary realm of the fey,
where reality reinvents itself and strange
creatures peddle stranger wares to the
unwary. Learn about the godlike Eldest who
rule the First World and how to navigate
their fairy courts. Delve for treasures in
adventure locations too bizarre for the
mortal realm, using new gear, spells, and
other rules specifically designed to keep
you alive in a world where death is seen as
a game. Uncover the true origins of gnomes
and other secret histories, battle a horde of
new fey monsters, and harness the power of
the fairy lords yourself with the feysworn
prestige class!
The Different Dragon Tyndale House

Publishers, Inc.
Sixteen-year-old Nathan Shepherd has a great
life traveling where the careers of his father, an
investigator, and mother, a renowned violinist,
take him ... until his parents are found
murdered. Left with only a mirror and notes
from his father's last case, Nathan goes into
hiding at the remote country home of Tony, his
father's college buddy, and Tony's teenage
daughter, Kelly. The mysterious mirror must be
a clue to what happened to his parents, and
when images appear in it---people and things
that don't exist---Nathan and Kelly
painstakingly gather evidence. But the killers
want the mirror too, and danger threatens the
teens at every turn. As it becomes evident that
Nathan's father had stumbled upon dark forces
at work in the world, several questions arise.
Could it be that the mirror is a portal to a
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parallel world? Could this technology be used
for evil purposes? And could his parents still be
alive, trapped in another dimension? Nathan
and Kelly struggle to solve the mystery before
they too become victims. This chilling, hair-
raising adventure is jam-packed with action in a
fantastical world where nothing is as it seems,
and even mirrors tell lies.
Heaven Came Down Paizo Pub Llc
Claire and the Dragons is a female-centric,
fantasy adventure, comic book series set in
a Dark Ages-like world written and
illustrated by Brazilian creator Wander
Antunes, published by Scout Comics’ all
ages imprint Scoot. Claire is a young girl,
tough-minded and independent. She isn’t
afraid to explore her world, which is how
she encounters the old hermit Lontar. The

crazy old coot is inspired by a supernatural
revelation he had many years ago. He
believes that if he leaves a cave where he
has lived for many years, the world will be
invaded by dragons. It is his conviction that
he must remain in self-imposed exile until
the emergence of a true hero, someone who
is capable of leading humanity in the fight
against these terrible creatures. Treated as if
he were crazy by the local villagers, he
relies on Claire to provide for his needs.
However, Claire has not yet realized that
Lontar believes that she is the fulfillment of
the ancient prophecy!
Enoch's Ghost Paizo Pub Llc
Heavenly messengers, or deadly parasites?
In the chaotic aftermath of apocalyptic war,
the strange lights in the sky heralding the
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coming of unearthly beings seemed like an
answer to prayer. When the heavenly
visitors entered selected people and
transformed them into angels who
demanded obedience in exchange for the
restoration of order, the majority accepted
their new rulers. But Ben Garrison and his
siblings, Jack and Trudy, have seen a dark
side to these so-called angels. They join a
rebel faction with one goal: destroy the
invaders and free the world from their
tyranny. When the rebels catch wind of an
angel plot to invade the resistance region
and spread a deadly contagion, the Garrisons
embark on a crucial mission to swap the
angel troops' vaccine with a fake injection,
stealing the real vaccine to save the rebels.
The catch: Ben and Trudy, in disguise as

doctors, must volunteer to become implanted
by angels and fake their implantation. The
rebels' plan, however, is soon exposed,
jeopardizing the mission and their lives.
Their only hope for rescue lies in an odd
bounty hunter, a young angel priestess, and
a mysterious spy embedded among the
angels-a woman whose identity the rebels
have yet to discover.
Beyond the Reflection's Edge Zondervan
Explore the forbidden reaches of the treacherous
Darkmoon Vale, a fey-haunted wilderness on the
outskirts of civilization. Face-off against the
diabolical forces of the dreaded Kobold King,
explore the ancient dwarven dungeons of Droskar's
Crag, and confront a cabal of evil druids in this
detail-packed regional sourcebook for the
Pathfinder Chronicles campaign setting. The
lumber-town of Falcon's Hollow holds deadly
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secrets of its own, and vicious orcs and hobgoblins
from the neighboring mountains look upon its
modest riches with deadly envy. A perfect locale for
low-level adventuring, Darkmoon Vale and its
secrets are laid bare for players and game masters
alike!
Eye of the Oracle The Candlestone
Wild, untamed lands hold a wealth of mystery and
danger, providing the perfect backdrop for heroic
adventure. Whether adventurers are climbing
mountains in search of a dragon's lair, carving their
way through the jungle, or seeking a long-lost holy
city covered by desert sands, Pathfinder RPG
Ultimate Wilderness gives them the tools to survive
the wilds. A new 20-level base class, the shifter,
puts animalistic powers into the hands--or
claws--of player characters and villains alike, with
new class features derived from animalistic
attributes. Overviews of druidic sects and rituals, as
well as new archetypes, character options, spells,
and more, round out the latest contribution to the

Pathfinder RPG rules! Pathfinder RPG Ultimate
Wilderness is an invaluable hardcover companion to
the Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook. This
imaginative tabletop game builds upon more than
10 years of system development and an open
playtest featuring more than 50,000 gamers to
create a cutting-edge RPG experience that brings
the all-time best-selling set of fantasy rules into a
new era. Pathfinder RPG Ultimate Wilderness
includes: * The shifter, a new character class that
harnesses untamed forces to change shape and bring
a heightened level of savagery to the battlefield! *
Archetypes for alchemists, barbarians, bards, druids,
hunters, investigators, kineticists, paladins, rangers,
rogues, slayers, witches, and more! * Feats and
magic items for characters of all sorts granting
mastery over the perils of nature and enabling them
to harvest natural power by cultivating magical
plants. * Dozens of spells to channel, protect, or
thwart the powers of natural environs. * New and
expanded rules to push your animal companions,
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familiars, and mounts to wild new heights. * A
section on the First World with advice, spells, and
other features to integrate the fey realm into your
campaign. * Systems for exploring new lands and
challenging characters with natural hazards and
strange terrain both mundane and feytouched. * ...
and much, much more!
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